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ABSTRACT. This paper summarizes the Division I meetings that have been held during theXXVth General Assembly of the Astronomial Union in Sydney (16-24 July 2003).1. INTRODUCTIONDivision meetings have been organized for the �rst time during the XXVth General Assem-bly, aording to the reent evolution in the sienti� organisation of the IAU. The SOC of theDivision I meetings was omposed of the Division Board, enlarged with Vie-Presidents of Di-vision Commissions, Presidents of the urrent Division Working Groups and with the upomingDivision I President, T. Fukushima, who was eleted in Marh 2003. The �rst meeting (on 17July) inluded three sessions devoted to sienti� disussions and one session devoted to reportsof the Division Working Groups. The seond meeting (on 21 July) inluded one session devotedto the future organization of the Division. At the opening of the �rst meeting, the memory of P.Bretagnon and Ch. de Veght, who had outstanding ontributions to the topis to be disussedand passed away last year, was realled.The report of Division I meetings at the General Assembly is being published in IAU Trans-ations Vol XXVB (2003, O. Engvold ed.) and that of Division I ativity during the pasttriennium inluding the Working Groups have been published in the Reports in Astronomy(IAU Transations Vol XXVA, 2003, H. Rikmann ed.). The main points of the presentationsand disussion during the Division I meeting are summarized in the following setions.2. SUMMARY OF THE SCIENTIFIC SESSIONSBesides organisation issues regarding the Division 1 Working Groups, the two major pointsthat have been disussed in the sienti� sessions were the \Implementation of the IAU Resolu-tions" and the \Preession and Astronomial Standards".2.1. Implementation of the IAU ResolutionsThe session on the implementation of the IAU Resolutions has inluded a) two presentationson the present status of this implementation, b) a spei� onsideration of the implementation ofthe resolutions for the Almanas (haired by J. Vondr�ak) with �ve presentations and one largedisussion, and ) a speial disussion on experienes and problems (haired by P. Wallae)introdued by two presentations. 339



a) N. Capitaine realled that the implementation of the IAU 2000 resolutions required theadoption of (i) the IAU 2000 model (Resolution B1.6) to replae the IAU 1976/1980 preession-nutation for the motion of the Celestial Intermediate Pole (CIP) in the Geoentri Celestial Ref-erene System (GCRS), (ii) a onventional model (Resolution B1.7) for high frequeny motionsof the CIP in the International Terrestrial Referene System (ITRS) and (iii) the onventionalrelationship for de�ning UT1 (Resolution B1.8) as proportional to the Earth Rotation Angle(ERA) between the Celestial and Terrestrial Ephemeris Origins (CEO and TEO). Expressionswith an auray of a few miroarseonds have been provided in a number of sienti� paperspublished in 2002 and 2003 for all the models neessary to implement the IAU 2000 system,using equivalently either the CEO-based or the equinox-based transformations.D.D MCarthy presented the International Earth rotation and Referene system Servie(IERS) implementation of the IAU resolutions in its produts. The IERS Conventions nowprovides an outline of the proedures to be used along with software onsistent with thoseproedures. IERS Bulletins A and B have made the data required to implement the resolutionsavailable sine January, 2003. To assist users in the transition period between the previoussystem and that reommended by the 24th General Assembly, the IERS also ontinues to providedata onsistent with the previous system. It also plans to make available a �le of frequentlyasked questions to assist users in the transition between systems.b) J. Bangert introdued the speial issue of implementing the new resolutions in the al-manas. These publiations provide pratial astronomial data in an aessible form to satisfythe needs of a wide variety of user appliations suh as navigation, pointing a telesope, plan-ning an observing session, or sienti� researh. Implementing the IAU 2000 resolutions in thealmanas must be onsidered in the ontext of spei� riteria (i.e. a proposed hange is imple-mented only when it (1) will result in more aurate information in the almana, (2) is based onsound sienti� underpinnings, and (3) will result in data or information relevant to the users ofthe almana). Moreover, a onsiderable lag has to be expeted between the time a resolution isadopted and the time that it is implemented in the almanas due to the time needed to develop,implement, and test new prodution software, and to the normal publiation shedule.Speial presentations from various Almana oÆes spei�ed how they would implement theIAU resolutions on referene systems and Earth rotation adopted in 1997 and 2000.G. Kaplan presented the hanges in the Astronomial Almana, prepared jointly by the USand UK nautial almana oÆes and based to the greatest extent possible on IAU-endorsed andother internationally reognized standards. Both the referene data and algorithms used mustbe hanged, and some new tabulations added. Some of the required modi�ations have alreadybeen made and others will be introdued into the editions now in preparation.W. Thuillot reported on this implementation in the Frenh ephemerides, whih are preparedby the Intitut de M�eanique C�eleste et de alul des Eph�em�erides (IMCCE), at Paris Obser-vatory, under the auspies of Bureau des longitudes. The use of new models for preessionand nutation will be done at �rst and the hanges in the systems of oordinates will only beintrodued in parallel with the usual systems.T. Fukushima reported on the two kinds of national almanas in Japan; the more preise andomprehensive one for the nautial use, the Japanese Ephemeris (JE) by the Maritime SafetyAgeny (MSA), and the more ompat for the ivil use, the Ephemeris Year Book (EYB) bythe National Astronomial Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The MSA will make no revision ofthe JE until all the required proedures for the hanges are lear. As for EYB, a major revisionfrom the edition of Year 2003 was already made inluding (1) the hange of base planetary/lunarephemeris from DE200 to DE405, (2) the hange of nutation theory from IAU 1980 to Shiraiand Fukushima (2001), and (3) the hange of geodeti datum from Tokyo datum to the newTokyo datum, being almost the same as the latest ITRF.340



I. Kumkova gave the report prepared by M.L. Sveshnikov, N.I. Glebova, M.V. Lukashova,A.A. Malkov on the Russian astronomial yearbooks (RAS) prepared at the Institute of Appliedastronomy in St.-Petersburg. The report realled that the struture and ontents of the IAA RASare hanged regularity to satisfy IAU resolutions and requirements of users. The urrent planof implementing the IAU 2000 resolutions inludes the replaement of planetary ephemerides,preession-nutation model, stellar atalogue and transfer to the new CEO onept. It will bearried out during 2003-2006.The presentations and disussion in this session showed that proedures, models and soft-ware are available to users for the implementation of the IAU 2000 resolutions and that theimplementation has already been done in IERS produts and will be done in almanas in a nearfuture. They have also made it lear that (1) oÆial reommendations are required in order thatthe almanas implement the new IAU resolutions based on a ommon an approved terminology,(2) an important eduational e�ort is needed to inform a wider astronomial ommunity aboutthe new system reommended in IAU 2000 Resolutions.) In this ontext, G. Kaplan presented an alternative to the usual quantities used for po-sitioning the CEO. This sheme may have pedagogial and pratial advantages for the vastmajority of astronomers who are unfamiliar with the history of this topi as it onsists in a sim-ple vetor di�erential equation for the position of a non-rotating origin on its referene sphere.This diretly yields the ICRS right asension and delination of the CEO, or the ITRF longitudeand latitude of the TEO, as a funtion of time and also yields a simple vetor expression forapparent sidereal time.C. Ma realled that initial set of FAQs on the reent IAU resolutions has been prepared forlinking from relevant web sites and disussed the ontent, future re�nement and expansion, anddistribution.2.2 Preession and Astronomial StandardsThe session on Preession and Astronomial Standards has inluded a) four presentationson improved preession models followed by a disussion (haired by G. Kaplan) and b) onepresentation on astronomial standards followed by a disussion (haired by V. Dehant).a) T. Fukushima presented his reent preession solution whih uses modi�ed Williams'formulation (1994) for preession and nutation and is based on (i) the planetary preession ofHarada and Fukushima (2003) derived from DE405 JPL ephemerides, (ii) the nutation theoryof Shirai and Fukushima (2001) and (iii) a �t of the luni-solar preession to VLBI observationof elestial pole o�sets (1979-2000). As by-produts, he obtained the new determinations of (1)the mean pole o�set at J2000.0, (2) the speed of general preession in longitude at J2000.0, (3)the mean obliquity of elipti at J2000.0, and (4) the dynamial attening of the Earth.N. Capitaine presented the expressions for preession quantities ompliant with IAU 2000that have been obtained by N. Capitaine, P. Wallae and J. Chapront (2003). This inludes(1) the urrently used preession quantities, in agreement with the MHB orretions to thepreession rates, that appear in the IERS Conventions 2000 and (2) the new P03 preessionexpressions that are dynamially onsistent. The P03 preession of the elipti is based on mostreent theories for the Earth and the Moon and the most preise numerial ephemerides. TheP03 solution for the preession of the equator is dynamially onsistent and ompliant with IAU2000. This also reported on the most suitable preession quantities to be onsidered in order tobe based on the minimum number of variables and to be the best adapted to the most reentmodels and observations.W. Thuillot presented a reent work on preession expressions and onsideration about theEOP and a onventional elipti that was done by P. Bretagnon, A. Fienga and J.L. Simon341



(2003). The new preession quantities onsistent with the IAU 2000A model have been derivedfrom the analytial solution of the rotation of the rigid Earth SMART97 whih provided togetherpreession and nutation and was based on the new value of the preession rate of the equator inlongitude. This work inludes the derivatives of the expressions with respet to the preessiononstant and the obliquity. It also reports on the possible use of Euler angles in IERS publiationsfor a global modelling of the Earth rotation and proposes the de�nition of a onventional eliptiplane lose to the mean elipti J2000 and with a non-rotating origin.J. Hilton disussed the future diretions in preession and nutation. One onern is that theIAU 2000A preession-nutation theory is omputationally expensive, requiring over one thousandevaluations of sine and osine funtions to evaluate IAU 2000A just one and IAU 2000B has aredued preision that was designed to over only a limited time span around the epoh J2000.0,whereas appliations suh as the Multiyear Interative Computer Almana (MICA), are beingdeveloped that require long overage periods and the ability to reah the auray of modernday observations. He onluded that to address this de�ieny future preession and nutationtheories will need to do one or more of the following: (a) make a serious e�ort to optimizethe ode; (b) redue its preision to math the auray with whih the Earth orientation anaurately be determined; () no longer separate terms that are so lose together in frequenyspae that their individual ontributions annot be determined at the level of auray of theobservations; (d) move from representation as an analyti theory to a numerially integratedrepresentation.Presentations and disussion in this session showed that a physially onsistent preessionshould have to be onsidered in the near future based on an improved preession of the eliptiand that an IAU Working Group is needed to reommend a new preession model resulting fromomparisons of the reent available models.b) M. Standish disussed the soures and uses of astronomial onstants and espeially theuse of ephemerides based upon the independent variable, "Teph" (whih has been used over thepast three deades for the ephemerides reated at JPL, CfA, and IPA) and ompared it withthe use of ephemerides based upon the reent IAU-de�ned "TCB". He showed that Teph andTCB are are both relativisti oordinate times that are mathematially equivalent. Proper useof a Teph-based ephemeris should give results idential to those obtained using a TCB-basedephemeris. He disussed speial situations suh as navigating a spaeraft in orbit around aremote planet while timing the dynamis on an earth-based lok.The disussion about astronomial standards has made it lear that a strong oordinationis required between the various soures of standards (IAU, IERS or IAG values) in order toimprove onsisteny between the standards for astronomial or geophysial uses. An e�ortshould be done in that sense by the representatives of these bodies in various Committees.3. SUMMARY OF THE SESSION ON DIVISION I ORGANISATIONThe last session of Division I meetings has been devoted to a large disussion on the futureof Division I ommissions and working groups within the future revised by-laws of the IAU.Aording to the disussions that have been held during the sienti� sessions and during thesession devoted to the reports of the Division I Working Groups, Division I Board proposed toontinue the Working Groups that have very spei� tasks and to establish two new WorkingGroups: one on \Preession and elipti" (Chair: J. Hilton, USA) and the other on \Nomenla-ture for Fundamental Atronomy" (Chair: N. Capitaine, Frane). This proposal was presentedby the upoming President, Toshio Fukushima, at the end of the Joint Disussion 16 \The Inter-national Celestial Referene System: Maintenane and future realizations" (on 22 July) duringwhih the future of the Working Group ICRS, onsidering a possible distribution of its tasks tosome Division I Commissions, has been disussed.342


